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Let there is given (E,S) measurable space and on this space there is given aμ ,  

family of probability measures depended on 
Aa∈

Aa∈  parameter. Let bring some definitions (see 
[1]--[2]). 

 
Definition 1. The following object {E,S, aμ , Aa∈ } called chi-square statistical 

structure connected with a stochastic system, if Aaa ∈∀ ,  aμ  is chi-square measures on S . 
 
Definition 2. A statistical structure {E,S, aμ , Aa∈ } connected with a stochastic system 

is called orthogonal (singular) if )()()( jijiji , iAj,A μμ ⊥⇒≠∈∈∀∀  
 
Definition 3. A statistical structure {E,S, aμ , Aa∈ } connected with stochastic system is 

said to be weakly separable, if there exists a family of S-measurable sets  such that 

the relations        
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Definition 4. A statistical structure {E,S, aμ , Aa∈ } connected with a stochastic system 

is said to be strongly separable, if there exist pairwise disjoint S-measurable sets  
such that the relation 

AaX a ∈,
AiXAi ii ∈∀=∈ ,1)(,( μ  is fulfilled. 

 
Definition 5. A statistical structure  {E,S, aμ , Aa∈ } connected with a stochastic system 

will be said to admit a consistent estimate of parameters if there exists a measurable map g of 
the space (E,S) in ),( ℑA  such that Aaxgxa a ∈∀== ,1})(:{μ . 

 
Theorem1. On a arbitrary set E  of continuum power one can define chi-square ortogonal 

statistical structure connected with a stochastic system having maximal possible power equal 
c

, where c  is continuum power. 22
 
Theorem2. On a arbitrary set E  of continuum power one can define chi-square weakly 

statistical structure connected with a stochastic system having maximal possible power equal 
c , where c  is continuum power. 2

 
Theorem3. On a arbitrary set E  of continuum power one can define chi-square strongly 

statistical structure connected with a stochastic system having maximal possible power equal , 
where  is continuum power. 

c
c
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Theorem4. Let )(2 aH HM μ⊕=  be the Hilbert space of measures and E  be a complete 

separable metric space and  be the Borel S σ -algebra and . Then in the theory 
(ZFC)$(MA) for the chi-square ortogonal statistical structure {E,S,

02)( χ≤Acard

aμ , Aa∈ }to admit a 
consistent estimate of parameters  it is necessary and sufficient that it admit on unbiased 
estimate of any parametric function  and the correspondence 

,Aa∈
g ff ψ→  given by the equality  

∫ ∈∀〉〈= Hf Mdxxf ννψν ,,)()(  

be one-to-one ( , where Ff ∈ F  is the set of those  for which f ∫ )()( dxxf ν  is defined 

HM∈∀ν ). 
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